Dear Daniel,
You and me have a lot in common. My paper about the Shroud of Turin was
rejected by the conferences at St. Louis and Bari, Italy:
https://shroudofturin.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/roemer.pdf
The IEEE initially sponsored the Bari conference which meant that all the papers, if
they were delivered in person, would be published by IEEE Xplore. I joined the IEEE
and filed an ethics complaint against Bruno Barberis, et. al., for practicing
pseudoscience. The IEEE withdrew its sponsorship of the conference. I filed the
same complaint against Cardinal Dolan with the Pope for suppressing my slideshow
about the Holy Shroud (http://www.dkroemer.com).
I discovered a short while ago that the Magis Center is promoting the irrational
argument for God's existence based on the Big Bang and the fine-tuning of physical
constants. The Big Bang is evidence that God does not exist because it is evidence
that the universe is not intelligible. The Big Bang is, however, a reason to believe in
the Bible because the Bible says in may places that God created the universe from
nothing and the human authors knew nothing about the expanding universe and
cosmic background radiation. I explain this more fully at:
http://ezinearticles.com/?Fallacious-Arguments-That-God-Exists&id=9065995
There is another connection between us because you live in Philadelphia. Being
ignored by Fr. Spitzer, I asked to see Archbishop Charles Chaput. He refused to see
me, and I have pending a request to see Rebecca Reusch, who works for the office of
Evangelization and Catechesis of the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops. If
my request for an appointment is refused or ignored, I'll be filing a canonical
complaint against your bishop. My correspondence is at
http://www.pseudoscience123.com/resources/charles-chaput.pdf
I have also crossed swords with Stephen Barr about evolution and thermodynamics:
http://www.pseudoscience123.com/resources/stephen-barr.pdf
I'm hoping you have the courage and character to contact Spitzer, Chaput, or Reusch
and offer your support. According to Fr. Spitzer's secretary, he is too busy to
concern himself with "matters of opinion."
Very truly yours,
David Roemer
347-417-4703
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